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Your goal is to raise the first third of your 
fundraising goal before the campaign begins. The 
key to this is to get the commitment before the 
campaign begins from your network. You need a 
great email chain and effective email messages.

Nuts And Bolts
Time it right. Emailing your network before the 
campaign begins asking for their support is the 
best way to get your community engaged. On 
the day of the launch, you want everyone to see 
that you have those funds raised so they know the 
campaign is legitimate.

Assemble your email team. Ideally, your team 
should send out emails to their networks.

Stay organized. Keep a log of the emails you have 
sent. Write down every commitment to support 
your campaign when it begins.

Follow up effectively. For those that commit to 
a donation, send another email out on the launch 
day of the campaign. This will first remind them 
of the mission of the campaign then thank them 
for pledging to support this cause, and finally end 
with the exact link to the campaign’s donation 

page, not just the homepage of the crowdfunding 
website.

Crafting The Message
Keep it personal. Use your contacts’ names in the 
first line along with something that shows your 
connection to the recipient of the email. This lets 
them know it isn’t a mass mailing. Personalized 
emails offer a higher probability of success.

Tell the story. In the message itself continue this 
personal approach: “I wanted to tell you about a 
friend of mine and their child.” Write an email that 
tugs at the heartstrings and signals that you really 
care about the campaign. Talk about the child, 
their family, their illness, and the imminent need to 
find some answers.

Give information. Talk about the potential of the 
research that hopefully can change lives. Tell them 
about the cause and ask them to donate when 
your campaign begins.

Don’t forget to ask. Try to get a commitment for 
them to support the campaign by donating on the 
launch day of the campaign.

WRITE AN AWESOME CROWDFUNDING EMAIL
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Who Gets The Message?
First wave. Send out an email to all the people in 
your close circle.

Second wave. Your core team sends out the email 
to all the people in their close circles

How To Write Your Message
Dear Mom. Sit down and write an email to your 
mother about why she should give her hard 
earned and saved money to help this family. You 
can’t use marketing language with your mother. Be 
sincere.

Best friends. Write a similar email to your best 
friend and tell her why she should support this 
family.

Craft the final message. Now you have ideal, 
authentic language for your message. This is 
very different than an email that a marketing 
department would write. You can then craft these 
personalized emails into a template for reaching 
out to hundreds of other people.

Here are some examples to use at different 
times in your pre-launch efforts and during your 
campaign:

Sample email from participant to 
friends/coworkers in pre-launch effort:
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Sample email from participant to contacts: Email for launch the next day:
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LAUNCH DAY for our campaign--Today is 
Launch Day

Email updates and resources for participants and 
potential donors:
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